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Abstract
How are the heavy elements formed? This has been a key open question in physics for 
decades. Recent direct detections of neutron star mergers and observations of evolved 
stars show signatures of chemical elements in the blue range of their spectra that bear 
witness of recent nuclear processes that led to heavy element production. The forma-
tion of heavy elements typically takes place through neutron-capture reactions creating 
radioactive isotopes, which following beta-decay turn into the stable isotopes we today 
can measure indirectly in the surfaces of cool, low-mass stars or meteoritic grains. 
The conditions (such as the neutron density or entropy) of these n-capture reactions 
remain to date poorly constrained, and only through a multidisciplinary effort can we, 
by combining and comparing observations, experiments, and theoretical predictions, 
improve on one of the top 10 most important open physics questions posed at the turn 
of the century. This emphasises the need for detailed observations of the near-UV to 
blue wavelength region. The shortage of spectrographs and hence spectra covering this 
range with high-resolution and high signal-to-noise has for decades played a limiting 
factor in our understanding of how heavy elements form in the nuclear reactions as 
well as how they behave in the stellar surfaces. With CUBES (Cassegrain U-Band 
Efficient Spectrograph) we can finally improve the observations, by covering the cru-
cial blue range in more remote stars and also achieve a higher signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR). This is much needed to detect and accurately deblend the absorption lines and 
in turn derive more accurate and precise abundances of the heavy elements.
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1 Introduction

The vast majority of known elements are heavier than the Fe-group, yet much 
more is known about the elements lighter than Fe. To date, �−element abun-
dances of cool stars have been accurately and precisely measured in thousands 
of stars, while the heavy element information is much more limited and typically 
only known in hundreds or even tens of stars for some of these elements. Yet a 
common picture arises. When comparing a heavy element like Ba to a lighter �−
element, e.g., Mg, a much larger star-to-star (Ba) abundance scatter is seen in 
spite of the limited sample sizes of stars with precise heavy element abundances. 
This scatter was hard to reconcile with the fact that elements like Mg, which are 
mainly produced in core collapse supernovae (ccSN), showed a low scatter (e.g., 
[1]). Both elements (Mg and Ba) were thought to be produced in ccSN causing 
confusion when trying to model the abundances. The abundance scatter is gener-
ally seen in Galactic chemical evolution studies focusing on heavy elements (e.g., 
[2–6]).

Improved nucleosynthesis, observationally derived abundances, and stochastic 
inhomogeneous GCE models showed multiple formation processes were likely 
needed to explain the behaviour of the heavy elements. Through detailed observa-
tions of up to 40 elements between Z=30 and 92 combined with improved yield 
predictions based on new and better reaction rates showed the existence of both 
weak and main neutron-capture processes through a slow (s) or rapid (r) capture 
channel – or even an intermediate (i) neutron-rich environment. A few heavy iso-
topes are formed via proton captures (e.g., [7, 8]).

Based on numerous detections of Sr and Ba (two of the best studied heavy 
elements owing to their relatively strong transitions in cool stars), it has been 
postulated that all metal-poor stars have been enriched in heavy elements (e.g., 
[9]) and that a cut-off or floor might exist (e.g, [10]). To date we do not know 
if this is an observational bias. Different populations of stars show very differ-
ent Sr/Ba ratios (e.g., [2]) and this ratio may serve as a useful tool to classify 
stars [11]. Other studies have shown that some dwarf galaxies may be missing 
a heavy element production channel (e.g., [12–14]) while extreme Sr and Ba 
enrichment in stars belonging to some of the classical dwarf spheroidals is also 
found (e.g., [15]). A detailed heavy element inventory of low-mass stars in vari-
ous populations and Galactic components is much needed to explore the behav-
iour of heavy element production through space and time.

2  Observations of neutron‑capture processes

In this section the focus lies with the heavy element (isotope) production taking 
place via neutron captures (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1  Illustration of main neutron-capture channels (s, i, and r) and some of the chemical elements used 
to trace them. The stable isotopes are indicated as black squares, and the neutron drip line as a grey jag-
ged line

Fig. 2  High-resolution UVES spectrum of a metal-poor giant (+) in the Sagittarius dwarf Spheroidal 
showing the first detection of Th (red line) in such a galaxy. The region around 4000 Å is crowded and 
only the strongest lines are identified in the figure
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The r‑process The observational studies of two extremely r-process enhanced, 
metal-poor stars [16, 17] provided some of the first detections of the heaviest ele-
ments, like Th and U. These elements are to date only spectroscopically detected in 
tens of stars as they show weak lines just around 4000 Å (see Fig. 2). The r-rich type 
of star is through its strong Eu enhancement often referred to as r-II stars [18, 19]. 
The combination of Eu and Th has allowed for cosmochronologic age determina-
tions [15, 20–22]. Despite their sparsity, these stars have in the recent years been 
targeted in greater detail by smaller scale surveys such as RPA (the R-Process Alli-
ance [23, 24]) and new surveys like MINCE and CERES.1 However, a very different 
abundance pattern has been observed in other very metal-poor stars. Unlike the r-II 
stars, these show a, relatively speaking, excess of the lighter elements with respect 
to the heavy elements indicating the presence of an early n-capture process forming 
mainly lighter r-process elements [25, 26]. Observations of Sr, Y, Zr, Mo, Ru, Pd, 
and Ag solidified this finding showing the need for an additional process that con-
tributed to the formation of weak r-process material early on in the Galactic history 
in metal-poor ([Fe/H]< −2 ) stars [2, 4, 27–29].

The s‑process The early detection of Tc in the blue spectral range in S-type stars was 
one of the first direct proofs of heavy element synthesis occurring inside asymtotic 
giant branch (AGB) stars. Technetium only has a very short-lived isotope and its pres-
ence in the stellar spectra bears witness of an ongoing s-process we never will detect 
directly otherwise [30–32]. Various formation sites can host an s-process: the afore-
mentioned AGB stars [33, 34] or fast rotating massive stars (FRMS) [35–38]. However, 
the exact details of the underlying physics remains poorly constrained – such as the 
impact of rotation or the size of the 13C-pocket in the AGB’s He-intershell. Similar to 
the r-process, the s-process also has a weak channel, which may form elements as heavy 
as Mo or beyond [39]. The exact extent of the elements formed through this channel is 
still not known. Moreover, the neutron-density or exposure in, e.g., AGB stars can be 
observationally tested through Pb abundances that are notoriously hard to derive in stel-
lar spectra owing to the weak and blended Pb line at 4058 Å [40]. Detections of heavy 
elements like Mo or Pb will help us understand the s-process in greater detail.

The i‑process At an intermediate neutron exposure and density, the i-process [41] runs 
between the s- and the r-process. The process might take place in AGB stars following 
H-ingestion or in rapidly accreting white dwarfs [42–44]. This process is to date poorly 
known and details on its pattern are hard to extract from observations and theory. I-pro-
cess enhanced stars have been detected in various Galactic environments such as the 
halo [45], in open clusters [46], and in the bulge [47]. Common to all of them is that 
various combinations of r- and s-process contributions cannot explain these chemically 
peculiar stars’ abundance patterns. More complete stellar abundance patterns originat-
ing in various Galactic components will help clarify the nature of the i-process.

1 Surveys emerged from the ChETEC network (www. chetec. eu) viz. “Measuring at Intermediate metal-
licity Neutron Capture Elements” (MINCE; PI G. Cescutti) and “Chemical Evolution of R-process Ele-
ments in Stars” (CERES; PI C. J. Hansen).
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3  Heavy elements in local stars and beyond

Not only the heavy element transitions reside in the blue wavelength range, also 
lighter elements like Be and numerous mono- and diatomic molecules show strong 
lines and bands in this region. Especially important are the N-strong bands, where 
NH only can be found in the blue. However, also C shows molecular bands in the 
blue. After H and He, O, C, and N are some of the most abundant elements in the 
universe. Detailed measurements of their molecules therefore serve as important 
(or unique) abundance indicators. Nitrogen is often missing from the stellar abun-
dance pattern, because the blue range has not been observed. The ratio of C/N can 
also be used to trace stellar evolution and interior mixing processes (e.g. [48]). 
Observing stars at lower and lower metallicities have shown that these are often Fe 
poor but C-N-O rich (e.g., [49]) yet this is not always the case [50].

3.1  Carbon Enhanced Metal‑Poor (CEMP) stars

The old, C-rich stars are called Carbon Enhanced Metal Poor (CEMP) stars, 
and they come in different subgroups depending on their exact C enhancement 
and heavy s- and/or r-process content. Originally, these stars were subclassi-
fied based on their C, Ba, and Eu abundances [18]. However, detecting Eu in 
these stars with currently existing spectrographs and strong line blending is very 
challenging at low metallicity. Hence various sub-classifications have been sug-
gested [11, 51], where the latter makes use of strong-lined elements like Sr and 
Ba, which are considerably easier to detect. This also means that these trace ele-
ments can be observed in more remote parts of the Galaxy and possibly beyond. 
However, with an instrument like CUBES we are no longer restricted to a few 
elements; a richer chemical pattern of the heavy elements can finally be mapped 
with such an instrument.

Understanding the formation of an element like Sr in detail is of great interest, as 
it is one of the lower-Z n-capture elements, which lies close to the first r- and s-peak, 
and must be by-passed by the formation path of heavier elements. Moreover, Sr can 
be formed in ccSN [52], AGB stars [53, 54], massive fast rotating stars [36, 38], and 
it was recently also detected directly in a neutron star merger [55]. This was the first 
direct spectroscopic evidence of an ongoing r-process, thereby tying its occurrence 
to merger events. Barium or europium on the other hand will likely not be formed by 
the weaker processes and if so, only in small amounts. However, the extreme scat-
ter in barium abundances (exceeding three orders of magnitude) is a sign of differ-
ing formation processes contributing at early times. The abundance scatter remains 
even after applying non-LTE  (local thermodynamic equilibrium)  corrections [56, 
57] and seemingly also after applying 3D corrections [58]. Hence, this scatter is not 
an observational artefact, and it is to date not understood. Most heavy elements have 
not been observed in great numbers with higher abundance precision to confirm this 
star-to-star abundance scatter. Moreover, the various CEMP subgroups only add to 
this star-to-star abundance scatter.
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3.2  Dwarf galaxies

Most of the CEMP stars or r-process enhanced stars are observed in the Milky Way 
halo. However, with the increasing number of detected dwarf Spheroidal (dSph) 
and ultra-faint dwarf (UFD) galaxies, and streams, r-rich stars have now also been 
observed and analysed in various kinds of environments (e.g., [59]). This has had 
a major impact on our understanding of galaxy formation and enrichment, as well 
as understanding the environment hosting the nuclear reactions. One of the strong-
est r-process enhancements was seen in the UFD Reticulum II [60] which showed 
that an r-process event like neutron star mergers can also take place in small, dark-
matter dominated systems and basically contribute the entire r-process inventory to 
the UFD. Observing the classical dwarfs in the Local Group often pushes UVES/
VLT to its limits and requires long exposure times, thus the heaviest elements like 
Th have only been detected in Sagittarius [15] – see also Fig. 2 – while U has never 
been observed in a dwarf galaxy. Recently, the first detection of Lu in the dSph 
Fornax was made [61]. A higher efficiency and SNR, which CUBES will bring, is 
needed to map the n-capture elements in dwarf galaxies in order to understand how 
poorly studied elements like Pb and Hf or Lu are formed in situ or ex situ. (Some of 
these elements have been detected in less than 10 stars [62].)

3.3  The metal‑rich Galaxy

At later times, that is in more metal-rich stars, for instance in the Galactic disk, it 
is challenging to explain the heavy element formation. Recent GCE models have 
explored the delay time of neutron star mergers and shown that one formation site 
alone cannot explain the Eu abundances derived in numerous disk stars [63]. The 
time (stellar age) can in more metal-rich disk stars (solar twins) be traced via the 
[Y/Mg] ratio [64] aiding our computation of stellar ages and improve on the age-
metallicity degeneracy. Stellar abundances can also be compared to the chemical 
composition of comets (another CUBES science case) as well as the isotopic ratios 
in pre-solar grains, however, accurate and precise abundances are essential for this. 
Despite the Sun being the most observed star we know, several solar abundances 
remain uncertain and often the non-LTE and 3D corrections are not in agreement 
(one example is O [65–67]). To date about seven heavy elements can be fully cor-
rected for the 1D LTE assumptions (e.g., [58, 68, 69]) but see also [70] and refer-
ences therein.

4  The blue wavelength range

The vast majority of the heavy elements (Z > 30 ) show their strongest transitions in 
the blue ( < 4300 Å [17] and see Fig. 4) in cool stars where the density of absorp-
tion lines is very high, often causing line blending (for a 3 Å range in the blue see 
Fig.  2 and 3 Å in the near-UV see Fig.  3). More details can be found in [71]. A 
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Fig. 3  Simulated CUBES spectrum (3 Å ) around the Ag line including three different synthetic spectra 
with Ag varied as indicated in the legend. The orange contained region is compared to UVES spectra in 
Fig. 5

Fig. 4  The figure shows lines, which are available in the NIST atomic line database with some level of 
know atomic data. It reflects the distribution of atomic lines as a function of wavelength only, and not 
if the lines are actually detectable in cool stars. However, the vast amount of atomic data available in 
the near-UV between 3000 and 4100 Å   reflects that this range is most desirable to observe to obtain 
information on heavy elements. Lines detectable in cool, low-mass stars can be seen in Fig. 5 of [71] 
including also lines red-wards of 4300 Å. Their figure was created for 4MOST which will have a similar 
resolution to CUBES
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key to understanding the formation of heavy elements (at a nuclear level as well as 
in the grand scheme of Galactic enrichment) precise and accurate abundances are 
absolutely necessary. Here the resolving power, sampling, and spectrum quality play 
important roles. In [71] the abundance recovery of two blended (Gaussian shaped) 
lines was tested for 4MOST [72, 73] which will have a resolution similar to CUBES. 
The tests were made generically and therefore expressed as a function of the full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the lines, which in turn reflects the resolution. 
The abundance of the two different lines could be perfectly recovered if the core-
to-core separation was at least 0.6×FWHM, while a ±0.1 dex uncertainty could be 
recovered at 0.3×FWHM. If the abundance of one of the lines is constrained from 
other clean lines, this can be improved on to a full abundance recovery of the other 
line. Saturated lines, additional blends, or uncertain radial velocity shifts ( ∼ 1 − 2

km/s) would aggravate the case and could possibly lead to uncertainties as large as 
±0.3 − 0.4 dex and > 1×FWHM is needed to properly separate the lines and derive 
precise abundances. Hence, a word of caution is in place when wanting to recover 
precise abundances in spectra that are of lower resolution and sampling.

The bluest range down to the atmospheric cutoff can only be observed with a 
handful of instruments mounted on large telescopes (e.g., UVES/VLT, Hires/Keck, 
HDS/Subaru, and down to ∼ 3500  Å   MIKE/Magellan). Additionally, it is very 
challenging to design multi-object spectrographs that are efficient and have a high 
throughput in this blue region. This alone places limitations on the currently availa-
ble sample sizes and how far away stars we can observe at the needed SNR to detect 
the often weak lines of heavy elements. A good example of this is silver, which 
shows its strongest transitions around 3300 Å  (see Fig. 5). Owing to the strong line 
blending at this wavelength, a high SNR is needed combined with a high resolution 
of the stellar spectra; these are crucial to derive abundances that are precise and 
accurate to within  0.2 dex. In [4] we found that a SNR of 50 (100) per pixel would 
be needed to derive Ag abundances from giants (dwarfs), respectively, in UVES/
VLT spectra (see Section 5 below). Accurate and precise abundances in larger sam-
ples ( > 100 stars) are needed to derive accurate stellar abundance patterns of many 
( > 10 ) heavy elements as well as to probe possible abundance correlations in order 
to understand differences or similarities in their nuclear formation processes. Such 
correlations have amongst other things shown the clear need for two primary pro-
cesses (main and weak r-process) to explain the production of on one hand Ag and 
Ru (weak r) and on the other hand Eu (main r) [4, 28].

5  Heavy elements – CUBES in context

The UVES/VLT instrument with its broad wavelength coverage using a dichroic 
and high resolution has been used for many studies of heavy elements in metal-
poor stars. An example of this is the study of silver (3280, 3382 Å) which shows its 
strongest transitions in the near-UV [4]. To study weak, blended lines, high resolu-
tion and high SNR are normally required, which typically leads to long exposure 
times. In Fig. 5 a UVES spectrum of the metal-poor dwarf star HD121004 is seen 
with a zoom in on an Ag line. To detect and accurately measure Ag abundances from 
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Fig. 5  Top: UVES spectrum of HD121004 (dwarf star) including spectrum synthesis of Ag and blend-
ing Zr and Fe lines (adapted from [4]). Bottom: Simulated CUBES spectra of a star like HD121004 with 
SNR ∼300 compared to three spectrum syntheses (see legend for details)
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these lines a SNR (per pixel) of 100 in dwarfs and 50 in giants would be needed 
with UVES. Owing to the lower gravity of the giants, these more evolved stars are 
typically targeted for heavy element studies since the giants’ expanded atmospheres 
ease the heavy element line detections. This can lead to slightly biased abundances 
suffering from stellar evolutionary effects from mixing events. Depending on the 
magnitude of the star, this can result in very long integration times for giants but 
especially for dwarf stars. For HD121004 (Vmag=9) the integration with UVES of 
1h resulted in a SNR ∼ 120 around the Ag lines. For comparison, 1-hour integration 
with CUBES would yield a SNR of 100 in a 16-magnitude star, or for a dwarf like 
HD121004, the SNR would be reached within a few seconds to minutes. This opens 
new opportunities to study less evolved stars in larger numbers providing us with a 
cleaner trace and allowing us to probe the chemistry in more remote stars than cur-
rently feasible (at least within reasonable integration time).

6  Conclusion

An instrument like CUBES will vastly reduce the cost (by reducing the integra-
tion time per target) of heavy element studies and hopefully finally provide us with 
observational probes that will help unveil the microphysics (e.g., neutron density 
or entropy in the environment) and the nature of some of the poorest known heavy 
element formation sites and reactions. This is particularly important in the era of 
large facilities like FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research) which will pro-
vide new ways to experimentally explore a large region of the terra incognita of 
unknown n-rich reactions. The Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) will provide an 
unprecedented light-collecting power, however, the design of its instruments does 
not include the near-UV-blue wavelength range, leaving us blind in this range. As 
shown here, the blue spectral range is extremely important to better understand a 
number of interesting science cases including heavy elements - e.g., CEMP or r-II 
stars to mention a few. A high-resolution spectrograph providing high-SNR spec-
tra is much needed to further our understanding in these directions, and accurate 
and precise abundances are key, showing the need for careful treatment of blends. 
Here a link to UVES or X-Shooter could help providing information on the blend-
ing component from molecular bands or clean lines from the redder wavelengths 
that would allow for a better deblending of heavy element blue lines which do not 
have detectable counter parts in the red. Improved stellar abundances will through 
element ratios and their correlations, or more complete abundance patterns, be able 
to provide traces of the first stars all the way up to stars formed after the Sun. Such 
observations will in turn help us map the nuclear reaction processes as well as help 
solve unknowns in large scale chemical enrichment models. The interdisciplinary 
approach is much needed to make advances in the field of nuclear astrophysics and 
obtain a better understanding of the heavy elements and neutron-capture processes.
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